UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII

Repeal of Chapter 20-5
Hawaii Administrative Rules

(June 7, 2018)

SUMMARY

1. Chapter 20-5, Hawaii Administrative Rules, entitled "Tuition", is repealed.
HAWAII ADMINISTRATIVE RULES

TITLE 20

UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII

CHAPTER 5

TUITION

Repealed

§20-5-1 Repealed. [R AUG 2 4 2018 ]
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII

The repeal of chapter 20-5, Hawaii Administrative Rules, on the Summary Page dated June 7, 2018, occurred on June 7, 2018, after public notice was given in the Honolulu Star-Advertiser (published March 23, 2018).

The repeal shall take effect ten days after filing with the Office of the Lieutenant Governor.
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